
An Extraordinary
Advancement in
the Extraction of
Asphalt From
Equipment!

Product Data TAREX
Asphalt Release Agent

TAREX...Performance in Action.

PROVIDES HIGH LUBRICITY SHIELD.
TAREX coats the inside of truck beds and
sides so the asphalt releases freely from truck
beds. Leaves littleasphalt behind to clean-up
after.
PERFORMANCE BENEFIT: Reduces
clean-up time. Saves labor. Superior
performance.

PREVENTS ADHESION OF ASPHALT.
TAREX provides high lubricity so that there is
little asphalt left in the truck bed. TAREX is
specifically designed to prevent the adhesion
of asphalt to truck beds.
PERFORMANCE BENEFIT: Saves money.
Reduces expensive waste of asphalt.

NO CONTAMINATION. TAREX will not
attack the tar and asphalt. Any asphalt that
comes into contact with TAREX can be used.
PERFORMANCE BENEFIT: Less wasted
product. Saves money.

ECONOMICAL. TAREX can be diluted
from1gallonof productper10gallonsofwater
up to 1 gallon of product per 25 gallons of
water, depending on the amount of asphalt to
be loaded into truck bed and/or the length of
use.
PERFORMANCE BENEFIT: Higher
product efficiency reduces maintenance
costs.

EASY-TO-USE. TAREX issimplysprayed
onthe truckbedandsides. It canbeappliedby
the most inexperienced workman. TAREX
stays where it is sprayed and does not run off
orpuddle.
PERFORMANCE BENEFIT: No priming
necessary. No application experience
needed....setting performance

standards worldwide...

Safe & Easy
To Use

Saves Time &
Labor

Economical

Water Based



APPLICATIONS

TAREX is a complex blend of surfactants,
water soluble salts, anti-deposition aids
andheat resistant releaseagentsdesigned
to provide a lubricant shield that prevents
adhesion of asphalt to truck beds and
sides. TAREX replaces the need for the
use of diesel fuel for asphalt extraction.

DIRECTIONS

TAREX can be diluted from 1 gallon of
product per 10 gallons of water up to 1
gallon of product per 25 gallons of water,
depending on the amount of asphalt to be
loaded into truck bed and/or the length of
use. Simplyspraya thinuniform coatingof
solution to the truck bed and sides.

TECHNICAL DATA

Composition: Complex water-based
mixture

Specific Gravity: 1.04
Flash Point: > 200°F
Toxicity: Low
Color: Colorless to light yellow

liquid

C-9/PC-6720/0902

...setting performance
standards worldwide...


